MARCH 2012

NEWSLETTER
Important Update to PharmacyPro
You should have received a CD in the post. If you haven‟t yet run it, please
do so before 27 February, following the instructions provided.
During the first week of March you will be asked to leave all your computers
on overnight in order that an important update can run.
Please leave all computers on. PharmacyPro will install some support
modules required for future versions of PharmacyPro. This will not affect
your current version of PharmacyPro.
This may take 1-2 hours and you won‟t be able to use PharmacyPro.
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Dead Stock.....Prepare For a Fright
When did you last look at your PharmacyPro Overstocked/Dead Items Report? The correct answer is actually “almost never” and that‟s the answer you‟d
give if PharmacyPro did all your orders all of the time. It‟s proven to be 97%
correct and better than any person can possibly do because it crunches over 20
calculations for every single line it orders.
Life isn‟t quite that simple as there are new ranges that require a buyer to have
input and guess trends. Dead stock happens in retail but sniffing it out is not
easy to spot. Run the PharmacyPro Overstocked/Dead Items Report every
quarter to half year and be brutal with that information. If something hasn‟t sold
in 4-5 months it is most unlikely to sell at all, so ditch it pronto. There is never a
shortage of new lines to get in store, but clearing the old stock frees space and
adds cashflow.
Any time is a great time to get the dead stock out....but be prepared for a fright.
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PRICE REDUCTIONS FOR 1ST APRIL
We have marked products due for reductions on 1 April as F2A‟s. F2A is not a correct designation, so we‟ll change this in future.
These will show in a purple colour in Orders, and with a note „F2A‟ next to the drug name in
Dispense.

IS IT TIME TO CLEAN YOUR COMPUTER?
The picture below is an example of how much dust and debris can accumulate in computers
over time. It is important to clear cooling fans, heatsinks and other delicate electronics before
serious damage is caused.
Please contact your local technician if you think your computer is due for a clean.

SUPPLIER FILES
The following files have been updated in PharmacyPro this month.
As other suppliers send files during the month they will be available within PharmacyPro.
From the PharmacyPro Start Menu go to Tools, Update, Download Supplier Files.
Almay

Guardian

Amcal

Guardian March 15 - POS

Amcal March 1

Guardian TPR POS - March

Amcal TPR POS - March

In Essence

API IP04

Nadglen

API BB04

Pfizer

Blackmores

Revlon Cosmetics

Central Healthcare

Revlon Fragrances

Chempak

Sanofi

Circa Nail Enamels

Soul Pattinson SP04

Doward

Ulta 3

Gibson Eyewear
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